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Abstract. Currently, energy generation industry transition to a new technological platform based on smart
electrical energy systems (EES) is underway, with EES equipped with active-adaptive mains. This platform
involves a large-scale use of digital devices and significant electrical energy (EE) generation using
distributed generation (DG) plants which are to be created by power consumers. These plants can operate as
parts of existing grids, or be pooled in network clusters. To implement smart EES, the development of new
approaches is required for production, distribution and EE consumption modes management. The article is
dedicated to the issues of DG plants application to raise efficiency of non-traction consumers power supply
systems. In this case, a special attention was paid to enhancing the electrical energy quality via application
of the DG plant which is controlled by concordantly set generator automatic voltage regulator (AVR) and
automatic speed governor (ASG). For optimization and harmonization of AVR and ASG settings a method
of nonparametric identification of the 'turbine-generator' system was used which can be represented as
complex activation functions of main channels and crosslinks of regulators and the generator. The study was
carried out in Matlab environment on a created railroad power supply system model. The studies conducted
helped to detect that application of DG plants with concordantly set AVR and ASG makes it possible to
enhance power quality for non-traction consumers and ensure dynamic stability and resilience of railroad
line power supply system.

1 Introduction
Requirements for enhancing efficiency, resilience and
reliability of power supply to consumers are applied to
contemporary electrical energy systems (EES). These
increasingly toughening requirements are supposed to be
met in conditions of power competitive market via
introduction of Smart Grid [1-9] technologies allowing
to more effectively use energy resources. Smart Grid
technologies involve a broader application of distributed
generation (DG) plants, which implies a set of power
installations operating in close proximity to consumers.
To implement smart EES, the development of new
approaches is required for production, distribution and
electrical energy (EE) consumption modes management.
The use of distributed generation allows to enhance
power supply efficiency and reliability and to reduce
power supply costs. In addition, the studies conducted
[10] indicated that power quality factors can be
enhanced substantially using DG plants. This result is
the most demanded in power supply systems (PSS) of
railroads non-traction consumers [11, 12]. Power quality
factors (PQF) can exceed the permissible limits in such
PSS.

Below is the analysis of the issues of distributed
generation plants application to raise efficiency of nontraction consumers power supply systems. In this case, a
special attention was paid to enhancing the quality power
supplied to non-traction consumers via application of the
DG plant which is controlled by concordantly set
generator automatic voltage regulator (AVR) and
automatic speed governor (ASG). The study was carried
out in Matlab environment on a created railroad power
supply system model.

2 Method for harmonizing DG plant
regulators settings
Algorithm of the method for harmonization of AVR and
ASG settings includes identification of DG plant's the
'turbine-generator' controlled system, regulators setting
and stability reserve assessment. Algorithm of regulators
concordant setting is based on standard coefficients
method which is an approximation of characteristic
polynomials factors of the system under study by
simultaneous changes in AVR and ASG coefficients of
tuning to the standard (desired) forms, a priori
possessing the required quality indicators for transient
process and the necessary stability margin. It is
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where e( j  ) = DD( j ) – DM( j ) – error between the
desired polynomial coefficients DD( j  ) and model
polynomial DM( j  ), containing the required coefficients
of controllers settings.
For identification purposes the DG plant 'turbinegenerator' system was represented as complex activation
functions of the main channels and regulators cross
couplings and generator (fig.1). The identification
method is oriented to passive approach while using
apparatus of discrete Fourier transform and wavelet
transform technology to select regulators noise used as
test effect on the system [14].

suggested that Butterworth polynomials should be used
as desired polynomials. The choice of these polynomials
is justified by the following factors: Butterworth filter
has only poles (all zeros of transfer function are located
on infinity) which significantly simplifies the task of
finding the desired characteristic equation; the filter is
stable for any order and possesses a smooth transition
curve.
Optimal AVR and ASG tuning coefficients are
determined subject to solution of optimization problem
using the genetic algorithm reducing the following
quadratic criterion to minimum [13]:
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Fig. 1. Structural representation of the 'turbine-generator' controlled system.

Algorithms of regulators concordant setting and
identification of DG plant the 'turbine-generator'
identification system are implemented in the specialized
software application whose description is given in [15].

with DG plant supplying a load group with total power
of 5.5 MVA was simulated as connected to traction
substation via DC link. DG plant power was equal to
2.5 MVA.
Fig. 3 provides a diagram of the model implemented
using Simulink and SimPowerSystems software
packages of MATLAB system.

3 Description of the model and the
study results
The studies were conducted for railroad power supply
system (RPSS) provided in fig. 2. A power supply region
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Fig. 2. A fragment of RPSS.
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Fig. 3. Diagram of power generation system model under study.

DG plant generator (Synchronous Machine pu
Fundamental unit in fig. 3) is modeled by high-voltage
synchronous machine actuated by a steam turbine, whose
mathematical model (net of intermediate steam
overheating) can be represented by the following
activation function:

W ( s) 

Pm
1

,
 Tm s  1

amplifier is simulated by first-order aperiodic link with
amplification coefficient ka=1 and time constant
Ta=0.001 s. Thyristor exciter is simulated by first-order
aperiodic link with coefficient ke = 1 and time constant
Te = 0.025 s.
To control frequency and voltage in different
operating modes, the DG plant was controlled by ASG
(Automatic speed governor unit in fig.3), which is
basically a proportional-integral-differential (PID)
regulator, and microprocessor AVR (Automatic voltage
regulator unit).
For purposes of studying AVR and ASG influence
and the influence of their settings on PQF, modeling of
turbogenerator operation in railroads power supply
system was carried out (fig. 3). The modeling results are
presented in table 1 and are shown in fig. 4 and 5.

(2)

where Pm – turbine power;  – opening of the control
valve; Tm – turbine time constant, determined by delay in
steam energy conversion into mechanical energy
(averagely Tm equals to 0.2 s); s – Laplasian operator.
Excitation thyristor system model (Excitation System
unit in fig. 3) was created based on equations describing
thyristor converter and input amplifier [16]. Input

Fig. 4. Total coefficients of harmonic distortions.
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Table 1. Power quality factors for unsymmetry and harmonic distortions.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
Note: kU

Railroad power supply system operating mode.

kUAB

kUBC

DG plant is shut down
0.84
1.73
DG plant is turned on, AVR and ASG – turned off
0.51
1.47
DG plant is turned on, concordantly set AVR and
0.42
1.36
ASG are operating
Difference between lines 1 and 3 %
100.00
27.21
Difference between lines 2 and 3 %
21.43
8.09
– total coefficients harmonic distortions; k 2U – negative sequence unsymmetry coefficients

kUCA

k 2U

1.29
1.11

0.71
0.53

1.07

0.52

20.56
3.74

36.54
1.92

Fig. 5. PQF in different modes of DG plant operation: 1 – difference between lines 1 and 3 tables 1, %; 2 – difference between lines
2 and 3 tables 1, %

Thus, based on modeling of the system provided in
fig. 2 we can state that PQF distortions (not going
beyond regulatory limits) are, chiefly, created by DC
link inverter; in this case, generator, operating for the
mains with nonsymmetrical and nonsinusoidal source,
starts generating harmonics to the mains and create
voltage unbalance. The use of concordantly set AVR and
ASG allows to enhance power quality.

Short circuit (SC) mode remote from DG plant, was
also simulated which was shut down by relay protection.
When the turbogenerator operating at full capacity has
no controllers, the system becomes unsteady. When
concordantly set AVR and ASG are used, the system
under study is not only steady, but acquires good
damping properties. Oscillograms illustrating these
inferences are provided in fig. 6 and 7.

a)
b)
Fig. 6. Generator voltage change under SC: а) without the use of regulators; b) with the use of concordantly set AVR and ASG

a)
b)
Fig. 7. Generator rotor speed change under SC: а) without the use of regulators; b) with the use of concordantly set AVR and ASG
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Thus, we can note that positive effects of DG plant's
AVR and ASG concordantly setting are especially
demonstrably manifested in transient states, since the
regulators allow to stabilize mains voltage and frequency
which influences PQF.
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4 Conclusion
1. The procedure for distributed generation plant's
regulators concordant setting has been proposed that
allows to enhance power quality.
2. Modeling results indicated positive influence of
concordantly set AVR and ASG on stability margin,
tuning and overshoot time for rotor rotation frequency
and generator voltage, and on power quality factors in
power supply systems of AC railroads non-traction
consumers.
3. The effect of DG plant generator's concordant control
of AVR and ASG is vividly manifested in transient
stages when the regulators allow to efficiently stabilize
mains voltage and frequency, which influences power
quality factors
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